ADVANCE QUESTIONS TO INDONESIA

GERMANY

- Which concrete measures does the GoI envisage to take in order to guarantee effective Habeas Corpus, especially to grant detainees access to legal counsels and medical care?

- How does the GoI intend to ensure that the crime of torture will be punished?

- How will the Indonesian National Action Plan on Human Rights contribute to ending impunity and guarantee effective prosecution of human rights violations?

- According to several UN Special Procedure mandate holders the human rights situation in Papua gives reason for concern: Which measures are envisaged to protect human rights defenders who are threatened? Are there any plans to install a special contact person for human rights defenders within the provincial government?

IRELAND

- What measures have been taken to ensure full enjoyment of the freedoms of expression, assembly and association, with particular regard to the right to protest?

- What measures have been taken to promote the role of human rights defenders, through education and inclusion in decision-making, in particular amongst national authorities, law enforcement officials and security officers?

- What measures have been put in place to support the work of human rights defenders?

ITALY

- Has Indonesia started screening its domestic legislation, in particular its criminal code, to identify which provisions need to be aligned with the Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, to which Indonesia is a party since 1985? Does Indonesia envisage benefiting in this exercise from the conclusions and recommendations provided by the Special Rapporteur on Torture following his recent visit to the country?

- Does Indonesia foresee to screen its legislation currently regulating recognition of religious denominations and various aspects of religious practice, in order to assert its compatibility with the provisions of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, in particular Article 18 on freedom of religion?